International Student Teaching

What is International Student Teaching?

Northwest has an agreement with the University of Northern Iowa - Office of Field Experiences that allows Northwest students to be placed in a student teaching program abroad through the contacts and processes already established by UNI.

Northwest students wishing to participate in this program must meet the minimum qualifications established first by the Northwest Student Teaching program and the UNI requirements.

Eligibility

Open to all Education majors who are in good academic standing. Students must finish all of their TWS requirements during the domestic school experience. Only students who have shown exemplary academic performance should apply for this challenging program.

When can I participate in a International Student Teaching Program?

This student teaching abroad program must be conducted at the same time that the student is eligible to student teach at Northwest. Northwest students are required to complete the first 8 weeks of their student teach program at a domestic location, as the remaining 6 weeks can be completed at a location abroad. It is